Abstract. In the paper we discuss the main features of the software package for numerical simulations of the surface water dynamics. We consider an approximation of the shallow water equations together with the parallel technologies for NVIDIA CUDA graphics processors. The numerical hydrodynamic code is based on the combined LagrangianEuler method (CSPH-TVD). We focused on the features of the parallel implementation of Tesla line of graphics processors: C2070, K20, K40, K80. By using hierarchical grid systems at different spatial scales we increase the efficiency of the computing resources usage and speed up our simulations of a various flooding problems.
Introduction
Various hydrology problems for the real terrain surface b(x, y) with taking into account important physical factors for large areas can be studied by using modern computational technologies [11] . Believed that control of the hydrological regime of the floodplain landscape during the spring flood on large rivers is one of the most important problem facing the numerical simulation [13] . Solution of this problem requires a very efficient numerical method based on a parallel technology [5] . For example, to make a both ecological and economic management of the Volga-Akhtuba floodplain we have to solve the optimization problem of hydrograph for the specific conditions of each year [14] . We also need to explore the results of different modes of operation of tens hydraulic structures in the floodplain and for a new facilities projects. Each that research requires hundreds of numerical experiments on the basis of a direct hydrodynamic simulation of the shallow water dynamics on the area of 2000 × 20000 square kilometers.
Our practice of using large supercomputers 1 for a large number of hydrodynamic simulations arises a number of problems related to necessity to do a numerous simulations during the short time period and then following transfer of a large massive of data for later processing and analysis. Both performance of calculations and post-processing of the simulation data are an important factors in the usage of such models in practice. An additional problem is the visualization of the calculations, which seems a common difficulty for a very high-performance machines [9] . However we can partly solve these problems in case of using the computing resources such as personal supercomputers based on GPU accelerators. The paper discusses the results of the software package development for the parallel hydrodynamic simulations on the nodes C2070, K20, K40, K80.
Mathematical and Numerical Models

Basic Equations
Numerical simulations are based on the shallow water model (Saint-Venant equations) in the following form:
where H is the water depth, U x , U y are the horizontal components of water velocity vector U , which is averaged along the vertical direction, σ is the surface density of the water sources and drains [m/sec], g is gravitational acceleration, η(x, y, t) = H(x, y, t) + b(x, y) is the free water surface level, V x , V y are the mean horizontal velocity vector components of water at the source or drain (V = V x e x + V y e y ), F x , F y are the horizontal components of the external and internal forces (F = F x e x + F y e y ) acting the water layer. The total density of the forces can be written as
where
H 4/3 is the value of hydraulic friction, n M is the phenomenological Manning roughness coefficient,
∂y 2 ) is the viscous force of internal friction between layers of flow, ν is the kinematic turbulent viscosity, F cor = 2[U ×Ω] is the Coriolis force, Ω is the angular velocity of Earth's rotation, f wind = C a ρa ρH (W − U )|W − U | is the wind force acting on the water layer, parameter C a determines the state of the water surface, ρ a and ρ are the densities of air and water, respectively, W is the wind velocity vector in the horizontal direction.
The model (1)- (3) takes into account the following factors [3] : irregular, inhomogeneous terrain b(x, y); flow interaction with the underlying inhomogeneous topography; Earth's rotation; interaction of water flow with wind; sources, caused by work of hydraulic structures and rainfall; filtration and evaporation; internal friction due to turbulent transport.
In work [5] proposed the so-called "Co-design" approach of the computational models construction. It takes into account the architecture of the supercomputer when one is creating the program code. The increased efficiency is based on the maximization of independent calculations and taking into account the peculiarities of the numerical algorithms for solving the equations of SaintVenant in inhomogeneous terrain b(x, y).
Grids System and Matrix of Digital Terrain Elevation
Despite the complex, irregular topography of large rivers (Volga, Akhtuba) riverbeds, numerous channels and small ducts, in the simulations with the unsteady "wet-dry" type boundaries we used an uniform Cartesian grid ∆x i = ∆y j = ∆x = ∆y which let us increase the efficiency of CSPH-TVD method (see paragraph 2.3). Typical grid size ℓ is limited by the depth of the fluid H. Since our problem is strongly non-steady, the fluid depth in computational cells can vary from 10 cm in the flooded areas of land up to 30 m in riverbed of the Volga. Therefore, for the shallow water model we use a large-scale grid for the simulation of deep channel areas and a small-scale grid for the calculations of flooded land areas. Figure 1 shows a grid structure which allows us to use efficiently computational resources because the fluid flow occurs only in a small number of cells. We simulate the dynamics of the surface water on hierarchical grid system (HGS) sequentially from the smaller to the largest scales with taking into account not smooth source distribution. Zoom-in technology is used only for mission-critical areas [2] . This type of simulation is based on usage of two (or even more) grids with different spatial resolution depending on physical parameters of the water flow. In this case the simulated flows on the small-scale grid affects on the simulation on the larger grid. Zoom-in models without this feedback are less accurate but faster in computational sense. Figure 2 shows the calculation scheme of the CSPH-TVD method [6, 7, 8, 1] , where h = ∆x = ∆y is the spatial resolution, 0 < K < 1 is the Courant number which determines the stability of our numerical scheme,
The Numerical Hydrodynamic Scheme
There are four main stages of computations at a given time step t n . Lagrangian approach is applied to the I and II stages, and the third and fourth stages are based on Euler approach. Both source terms Q and σ (see Fig. 2 and (1)) are determined by external and internal forces respectively, and they have to be calculated firstly. Time step τ n is also calculated at this stage. Then, at the second stage, we calculate the changes of variables q by using the results we obtained at the first stage. Thus, we find the displacement of the Lagrangian particles ∆r inside the cells. At this stage the predictor-corrector scheme gives the second order accuracy for time integration. In the third stage, the fluxes of mass and momentum through the boundaries of Euler cells are calculated by using the approximate solution of the Riemann problem. In the last stage we update the values of q on the next time step t n+1 and here we also put back the particles to the centers of the grid cells (x i , y j ).
There are several advantages of the numerical scheme described above, such as the second order of accuracy for the both time and spatial integration, the conservativeness, the well-balanced property and the straightforward simulation of a "water -dry bottom" dynamical boundaries without any regularization [4] .
Parallel Realization of Numerical Model
CUDA technology was used to parallelize the CSPH-TVD numerical scheme which in turn let us to use efficiently the hierarchical grid system (HGS, see paragraph 2.1). This is due to the fact that HGS blocks are a kind of analogue of CUDA stream blocks, which provide the execution of CUDA-cores (Fig. 3) . Using CUDA dynamic parallelism is a feature of implemented approach that allows detailed calculations of hydrodynamic flows in the small-scale grids with additional threads for the most important spatial zones associated with irregular topography.
The computational algorithm described in paragraph 2 is parallelized by using the hybrid OpenMP-CUDA parallel programming model. Activity diagram of the main stages of the numerical algorithm is shown in Figure 4 . We use the following notations for computing CUDA cores: K1 -kernel Index block is the determination of water-filled blocks; K2 -kernel forces predictor calculates the forces at the time t n on the Lagrangian stage; K3 -kernel dt calculates the time step ∆t n+1 , depending on the flow parameters on the layer n; K4 - kernel SPH predictor calculates the new provisions of the particles and the integral characteristics at time t n+1/2 ; K5 -kernel forces corrector determines the forces on the intermediate time layer t n+1/2 ; K6 -kernel SPH corrector calculates the positions of the particles and the integrated characteristics for the next time layer t n+1 ; K7 -kernel TVD flux calculates the flux physical quantities through the cell boundaries at time t n+1 ; K8 -kernel Final determines the final hydrodynamic parameters at time t n+1 .
The diagram in the figure 4 demonstrates the features of CSPH-TVD method. We emphasize that the computational algorithm separation is optimal usage of GPU resources of eight CUDA-cores in case of shallow water flows on the irregular topography. Figure 5 shows the execution time proportions of the main stages of the numerical algorithm for the corresponding CUDA-cores. We spend almost 60 % of the time on the calculation of the fluxes for the TVD-stage kernel TVD flux (see Fig. 5 ). This is because at this stage we solve the Riemann problem. Taking into account the calculation of forces kernel forces predictor and kernel forces corrector the total contribution from TVD-stage increases and it is dominant. We have just over 8 % from the Lagrangian stage (sum of kernel SPH predictor and kernel SPH corrector). Thus, the SPH-stage significantly improves the properties of the numerical scheme, but an additional stage has little effect on the final calculation time. The two-level parallelization scheme (Fig. 6 a) is more suitable for hybrid systems type CPU + n× GPU. Direct Access technology provides the fast data exchange at different GPU. This technology is applicable only for the GPUs, which are connected to the PCI Express buses under the control of one CPU (Fig. 6 b) .
Comparison of the Effectiveness for Different GPU
The figure 7 a shows the diagram of Software Productivity for four Tesla graphics cards. The capture time executing CUDA kernels on the GPU (or GPU utilization) are quoted in percentages. We used the NVIDIA Parallel Nsight for profiling the program. In the transition to more efficient GPU with a large number of scalar cores we have a decrease in the percentage of GPU utilization and it is related to the number of computational cells 1024 × 1024 (with ∆x = ∆y = 50 m). GPU utilization increases in the case of 10 − 25 m spatial resolution. It is important to emphasize that the use of the spatial resolution < 10 m may violate the approximation of the shallow water equations. Thus, the use of personal supercomputers with multi-GPU is the most suitable for the simulation of flooding over an area of about 10 4 km 2 considering the factor of GPU Utilization.
The figure 7 b shows a diagram of the distribution of memory registers on a stream for CUDA-cores. We selected the parameters of the program for our graphic accelerators to avoid the spilling of registers. We have a good agreement between the results of our numerical simulations and observation data for the dynamics of water level on the gauging stations and for the flooding area in May 2011 (figure 8, See details in the [6, 7, 11] ). As an example, consider the problem of emergency water discharge from the dam for the rate of 100000 m 3 / sec. Simulations were performed for the north part of the Volga-Akhtuba floodplain of the area 51200 m × 51200 m. Breaking wave formed due to the emergency discharge leads to the complete flooding of the studied area of the floodplain for 20 hours. The mean flow velocity in the floodplain is 5 m/s and the average depth equals to 6 m. The ratio between the water and land in the entire field of modeling is ∼ 35%, and its maximum is ∼ 60%. For such problems, it is recommended to use the described approach (See paragraph 3) based on check of the presence of liquid in the computing CUDA-blocks, that speed up calculations by a factor of 1.5 − 2.
The Simulation Results
The figure 9 shows the results of numerical modeling of flooding territories with taking into account of the zoom-in approach. Calculations were performed for the two grids: -the global (main) grid which covers the entire area of simulations with the number of cells equal to 1024 × 1024 (∆x = ∆y = 50 m); -the local grid for a critical region where we adopted a much higher spatial resolution ∆x = ∆y = 12.5 m (size of calculation domain is 1024 × 1024, in the vicinity of village or complex terrain).
Conclusion
We have investigated some features of the parallel implementation of numerical models for the Saint-Venant equations in the case when the flooded area changes in a wide range over the time. For example, the area under the water level may increase by a factor of tens or even hundreds in the period of spring floods for the Volga-Akhtuba floodplain. To improve the efficiency of these calculations we used a hybrid OpenMP-CUDA parallelization approach and developed the method for choice of the CUDA-blocks with the aim to control the presence of liquid in the computational cells. Our parallel implementation reduced the computation time by a factor of 100 − 1200 for different GPU in comparison to sequential code.
